S T R A T A BEAM

Architectural
presence creates
a sense of place.

STRATA Beam, designed by Jess
Sorel, marries Landscape Forms’
proprietary Meldstone™ ultra-high
performance concrete (UHPC)
with the warmth of wood in a table
and benches that celebrate both
materials. Cast concrete structural
elements spanned by wood seat
and table surfaces provide contrasts
between cast and milled, hard and
soft, and cool and warm. The thin
profile and sculptural form of the
UHPC structure belie its durability, while light plays quietly across
the faceted concrete surfaces and
through the slatted wood. The architectural presence of the STRATA
Beam table and benches create distinctive gathering and resting places
in natural and urban settings.
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The STRATA Beam family
includes an 87”-long table and
table benches in 31” and 69”
lengths and an 80”-long, threeseat bench with and without a
back and optional arms. The 69”
bench is sized for easy ingress
and egress, and 31”-long benches can be paired at the table or
placed individually to provide
wheelchair access. Meldstone™
is offered in a full color palette.
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